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THE GESCHWENDER EQUATION One Man's Battle for Automotive Aeromotion BY BUDD DAVISSON



Fred Geschwender showed his first reduction unit on a Ford 289 at Rockford in 1968.



Fred Geschwender (EAA 20867) has to be one of the most frustrated people in aviation. But you'd never know it in talking to him. For nearly three decades he has known the solution to the increasingly critical problem of powerplants for aircraft. However, as loud as he has shouted, as much success as he has enjoyed, he has still been unable to get the word across to the right ears. In one way or another, his efforts have always been stymied. The bottom line is: Fred believes the future of aircraft engines is automotive engines and, as automotive engines have improved, he believes it more now than at any time in the past. Geschwender, of course, is far from being alone in that thought. Dozens of makers of reduction units for aircraft/automotive conversions are currently in business. Many can point to lots and lots of airplanes flying with their units on them. Fred can do the same. What Fred can point to, however, is a long, as in thirty year, track record in building reduction units and hanging automotive engines in airplanes



successfully. Fred's latest venture in the aero/automotive field is the powerplant in the Performance Aircraft Legend. The 350



Chuck Spanel has been building high



performance engines for 15 years and currently does engines for the GM rac-



ing team. 28 MARCH 1997



mph glass bullet was featured in the October 1996 issue of Sport Aviation. Even as this is being written, the Performance Aircraft people are prepping that airplane to follow Geschwender's reduction unit and Chuck Spanel's engine through the speed traps to set some speed records. Geschwender is a case study in defining the word "experience." Often we totally misunderstand both the word "experience" and the word "wisdom." There's a mistaken assumption that wisdom comes with age. That's wrong.



The only thing that comes with age is more age. However, the reason wisdom appears to be associated with age is that it takes years to accumulate experience. Experience is simply the process of doing a lot of things. Wisdom is using what was learned in that process and applying it to new situations. An individual appears wise when developing a solution to a new problem, but all they are doing is applying the experience gained in dozens of other similar situations. Experience and the wisdom gain from that experience is what Fred Geschwender brings to the table of aero/auto conversions. Although he doesn't necessarily recognize those qualities in himself, he clearly recognizes the value of experience in others and that, he says, is one of the reasons so many engine conversions haven't worked. "Every automotive conversion has the potential of working fine, so long as it is properly executed. The problem is, far too often people starting listening to the local 'experts.' When it comes to building their engines, for instance, they let the speed shop talk them into doing things that are not only unnecessary, but detrimental, in some cases. "There are very few people in the world who actually 'understand' engines and what makes them run reliably and strong." He begins ticking off names of those who "know" or have known. Some of the names are legends, like Ak Miller (FoMoCo uses him as a consultant), Don Aldersen at Donovan, Mauri Rose of CMC and Indianapolis fame and sonny Leonard of Mountain Motors. There are a few others, but the list isn't very long. "Even companies like Ford rely on



people like Ak Miller. Experience and



understanding doesn't come easy and these days it isn't cheap. Far too many conversions reinvent the wheel in so many ways that are unnecessary, when all they'd have to do is buy some of the right kind of knowledge from the right kind of people."



In many cases, the first thing a potential converter does is seek out the local speed shop engine builder and have a



go-for-broke engine built. That's the wrong approach. According to Geschwender, it's absolutely not necessary to build a NASCAR engine for the average installation. More important, he says the builder must understand what effect changes can have. "For one thing, in building an engine for airplanes there are really only three primary goals. Reliability, horsepower at takeoff rpm and torque at cruising rpm. That means we don't want to over-stress an engine by asking too much of it and either turning it too fast or running the boost too high. It also means designing the engine to get its torque early (3,800 rpm is usually cruise) and peak out the horsepower curve at around 5,000 rpm. "Most automotive guys are use to thinking in terms of engines turning 8,500 rpm and they build their engines accordingly. We don't need that. We don't need stuff like super heavy valve springs or so many of the other hop-up goodies. Beyond that, the parts should be selected to exactly match the job at



hand. There's a lot more to it than simply making horsepower." Fred says they have even started using hydraulic,



roller-lifters because they can follow more radical cam profiles which gives longer dwell



without hammering the valve train so hard as with super stiff valve springs. However, as is often the case, he and his engine builder, Chuck Spanel of Spanel Engines in Cheney, Nebraska, didn't use them until they had been completely proven in racing engines. Spanel, incidentally, builds engines for the GM racing team. The heart of the Geschwender reduction units is the Hy-Vo For the most chain. The oil spray bar is visible just above and to the right of part, Fred prefers to the small sprocket. see the engines "The ag fliers were in serious troumodified as little as possible. Part of that is his experience gained from his ble when we started and things most serious entries into the aircraft haven't gotten any better. They are field, the aircraft engines he developed relying on 50-year-old engines that for the agricultural application market. are anything but efficient. We wanted to give them simple, powerful and affordable engines." When Fred started Geschwender Aeromotive in Lincoln, Nebraska in the early 1970s it was primarily to build reduction units and powerplant packages for ag planes. Their first was a Funk 23B, rapidly followed by a Pawnee Brave and a Cessna AgWagon. He was using Ford engines in those days because of the tremendous help he was getting from the factory. "The Ford people are terrific! They understood what we were doing from the beginning and went out of their way to help us." He was seeing tremendous movement in proving his concepts. Cessna was excited about the process and one of their test pilots even put a Ford/AgWagon through a complete flight test program. They loved the power, the



Geschwender worked with engine builder Chuck Spanel of Spanel Engines to produce the 550 hp monster engine for the Legend.



smoothness and the low noise. At some point, however, some inside, corporate SPORT AVIATION 29



never been a failure. This includes the Funk leaving part of a prop blade in a ditch after cleaving a steel fence post



in half vertically.



What is it that sets Geschwender reduction units apart? The most obvious thing is that it uses a H y - V o c h a i n rather than either belts or gears. Fred is now, and has always been, the country's biggest exponent of the Hy-Vo chain for this type of application. According to Geschwender, one of



the biggest problems in putting automotive engines in aircraft is recognizing and taking care of its tor-



sional vibrations. That's one of the reasons he doesn't like to sec people changing things in an engine. "You don't j u s t tack things on an engine thinking you're improving its



performance. It all has to be part of a well-thought out program, otherwise



The magnesium nose case is fitted with a thrust bearing which is fed oil under pressure from the engine.



intrigue which Fred still is not privy to,



canceled Cessna's official interest and



that part of the program died abruptly. The 370 hp, 400 Ford powered Funk, however, was licensed in Restricted category as provided for in CAM 8 and soldiered on earning its keep at low level. Fred left Geschwender Aeromotive, but the Funk was still hanging in there at fence post level doing its job. Geschwender Aeromotive closed its doors, and the Funk was still out there spraying fields. In total, the owner/operator of the Funk, Ed Garner of Falls City, Ne30 MARCH 1997



braska, used it as a primary ag aircraft for six full seasons. At no point during that time did he do anything other than routine maintenance on either the engine or the reduction unit. Fred points with pride to a comment made by ag operator Dave Roth of Milford, Nebraska who sponsored an automotive conversion on his 401 Air Tractor. At first he had nothing to compare it to, but he eventually started flying turbines in his business and he told Fred, "Now that I have a turbine, I appreciate the V-8 engine even more." To date, with all the Geschwender reduction units out there, there has



you can upset the torsional balance which was built into the engine from the onset. "Torsional vibrations are a major problem in engine design and absolutely have to be taken into account in designing a reduction unit. That's one of the nice things about the Hy-Vo chain, it's self-damping. "In the first place, the reduction unit has a spray bar, so the chain is running in an oil bath. There is never metal-tometal contact. It runs on a film of oil, which helps dampen vibrations. Also, even though the chain is under tension and pulled tight, centrifugal force tries to throw the chain into a circle. This not only keeps tension on the chain so a tensioner isn't needed, but damps out the vibrations. Any pulsing or vibration action simply shows up as a changing of the arc in the chain." The multi-link, Hy-Vo chain is a mainstay in industrial applications and in the past decade has begun to replace gears in some areas of automotive design. Many front wheel drive cars, for instance, use the chain as the primary connection between the engine and the transmission. "The nicest things about the Hy-Vo chain is that it is not only absolutely silent in operation," says Geschwender, "but it generates 80% less heat than gears doing the same job and is more than 98% efficient." What this means is very little horsepower is lost in the reduction unit and it doesn't need to worry about cooling. Controlling torsional vibrations is



one reason Fred believes so strongly in using full sized automotive flywheels,



or their equivalent, on aero/auto engines. The engine was designed to operate w i t h a specific type of fiywheel which helps dampen torsional vibrations. Manufacturer's vibrational studies dictate the size and weight of



each engine's flywheel and to eliminate or modify it introduces an unknown in terms of where the crankshaft's resonate peaks may fall. Fred feels just as strongly about keeping the starter ring gear between the reduction unit and the engine, rather than being at the water pump or accessory end of the engine. That way the torsional stresses on starting are distributed rather than being concentrated at one end which then tries to twist the crank. Fred started out working Ford engines, but has designed and b u i l t reduction units for practically every type of engine, from the Pinto on up. Right now his focus is on Chevrolet V-8s. "I like Fords, but Chevy has so many variations of engine designs and there is such a huge amount of aftermarket equipment available for them, that's what I'm concentrating on for the larger engines." Fred points at the all-aluminum, four-bolt blocks which are readily



available directly from Chevrolet, as well as the complete engines that can be bought from dealers. For instance, right now a 1997 LS-1, 340 hp, all-aluminum, 360 c.i. Corvette V-8 set up for an automatic transmission lists at $5850. This is complete with headers and is equipped exactly as if you lifted it out of the 'Vctte with a lot of unnecessary stuff bolted to it. It is also probably the most expensive stock engine available. Most are in the $3,500-$4,500 category. The weight on that engine is estimated at 450 pounds, or about the same as a 300 hp Lycoming. The reduction unit adds another approximately 70 pounds. Chevrolet has recognized the performance market as a major area of sales and has developed a complete sales division around it. Fred is the first to recognize the tradeoffs between power and weight in the larger engines. "Below 300 hp, the aircraft engine has a small weight advantage, at the same time however, it must recognized



The upper flange transfers power from the crankshaft to the main input shaft via multiple splines which provide for expansion and contraction.



what the aerodynamic gains can be. The Funk cruised at 1 15 mph with its original engine, but did 130 mph with the Ford, just because it was so much



cleaner. In some cases, the gains can be the equivalent of 100 hp." The bigger V-8 e n g i n e s are best suited for those needing a lot of horsepower, as they all weigh in the 450-650 pound category. The 550 hp, 620 c.i. engine in the Legend, for instance, weighted 665 pounds, with the reduction u n i t . Fred estimates a 400 hp, all-aluminum V-8 would weight about 575 pounds, all up. In general, he says you can assume approximately 1.2



pounds per horsepower. Airplane engines range from 2 pounds per



horsepower (0-200 Continental) to 1.5 pounds per horse (AEIO-540, 300 hp). Bear in m i n d , we're not t a l k i n g



about super hopped-up engines here. We're talking about relatively stock engines laboring without a transmission or power steering attached. We stood at Chuck Spanel's dyno watching the computer print out the torque



and power curves of a box-stock, 383 cubic inch MoPar truck engine. This is NOT one of the engines they'd recommend for aircraft use, but it was on the dyno and its numbers illustrate something critical. On the dyno, at 2,000 rpm it was



putting out 383 foot/pounds of torque and 225 hp. At 5,000 rpm it was putting SPORT AVIATION 31



The assembled unit for a Chevy V-8.



of V-6's and highoutput four cylinder



engines. Those may offer even better power to weight ratios and open up possibilities at the lower horsepower ranges. Once the power questions have been answered, the next obvious question everyone asks about auto engines centers on ignition systems. Fred has Rear side of the back plate. The back plate is to be replaced by been involved in a single piece casting in the near future. Oil lines which connect solving that probthe spray bar and provide propeller governor oil on this unit will lem right along be eliminated by cast-in galleries on the new units. with his reduction units. "When we were out 330 hp and 396 foot/pounds of building Ford engines, we talked torque. The torque curve was dead about electronic ignitions and they flat! Remember, when a reduction called Magnavox for us. Magnavox unit (2:1) is attached, torque values sent out a couple of their engineers to double. A 300 hp Lycoming puts out see what we needed and in a matter something like 500 foot/pounds of of weeks we had an electronic ignition lying on our desk. It uses two of torque at 2750 rpm. What those numbers say is that this everything and puts its interrupters or super-crude, super-inexpensive 383 cu- triggers 180° from one another. bic inch engine is capable of out-pulling "We gave the rights to the ignition the high end, not-very-inexpensive 540 unit to MSD, an automotive racing cubic inch airplane engine without company, and it is now standard even breathing hard. And it's burning equipment on a majority of far less fuel! NASCAR engines." What Fred has not been able to exPower for one of the units comes off plore adequately is the new generation the airplane's buss system while the 32 MARCH 1997



other uses a standby battery which is charged by the electrical system. It is protected from a shorted out system by a diode so juice can go in, but it can't get out. Fred says the drain on the battery is only about 35 MaH, which means it will last far longer than the available fuel, should the main system shut down. None of Geschwender's current engines use dual plugs, although he has provided that on occasion. Fred doesn't feel dual plugs are necessary for a modem engine. "I gap them at .050-.060", so I don't worry about them at all." In speaking with Geschwender about engines, the subject of whether it was necessary to use forged or billet crankshafts came up and he mentioned a surprising test situation he utilizes. Even more surprising is the statistic it is based upon: Behind Florida and Louisiana, Nebraska is third in the U.S. in registered airboats. Any who know the Platte River (a half mile wide in spots but never much more than a foot deep) would understand. A piece of trivia: the word Nebraska is reportedly an Anglicized version of Ne Bratha, a Native American phrase for "flat water." "The loads an airboat puts on an engine are enormous compared to those generated by an airplane. Airboat drivers think nothing of spinning their boats around like water bugs and the pounding because of water chop causes instantaneous vertical displacement of the propeller. The gyroscopic forces on the crank flanges are enormous. Airplanes can't come close to duplicating them. "A lot of the airboat builders simply bolt a propeller on the back of the crank and go. They don't even install thrust bearings. Personally, I've never heard of even the cheapest cast iron crank failing, although some may have. "Yes, given the option, I'd prefer a forged or billet crank. An aluminum block engine has to have one because the block isn't as stiff as iron. However, in an iron block I don't think it's necessary, providing the reduction unit is done correctly. Almost any American aluminum block engine you'd buy, like the Corvette, probably has a forged crank already." What does Fred see in the future for auto/aero powerplants? "When we started years ago, the



The prop flange fits onto the output shaft with a high-tolerance taper. Installed hot, the flange shrinks on to the shaft and the key Sees almost no load.



only choice we had for basic powerplants was Ford or Chevy. That's definitely not true any more. There are
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